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Abstract 
Although simple branching processes play an important role in classical applied probability 
theory, practical application remains essentially weak since all positive states are transient. 
A realistic modification which avoids this undesirable feature is to introduce immigration. In
this paper we consider a new structure which admits large immigration, i.e. the sum of 
immigration rates is infinite; excessively high population levels are avoided by allowing the 
carrying capacity of the system to be controlled by mass emigration. We provide an existence 
criterion for such models that is easy to check, prove that the corresponding honest process is 
unique and positive recurrent, and derive the limiting distribution of population size. These 
results are then illustrated through two interesting examples. 
Keywords: Emigration; Large immigration; Existence; Honest; Limiting distribution; Non- 
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1. Introduction 
The simple continuous-time Markov branching process, together with its discrete 
counterpart, the Galton-Watson process, plays an important role in the classical field 
of applied probability theory. Excellent accounts are contained in Harris (1963), 
Athreya and Ney (1972), and Asmussen and Hering (1983). However, as pointed out 
by Athreya and Ney (1972), this model has the property that all positive states are 
transient, and such population instability runs contrary to the behaviour of many 
natural populations which tend towards a state of balance with their environment 
(Renshaw, 1991). A modification that is both useful and realistic is to include 
the possibility of immigration. Foster (1971) and Pakes (1971, 1978) admit immi- 
gration into state zero, whilst Yamazato (1975) investigates the continuous-time 
counterpart. 
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Chen and Renshaw (1990) recently placed Yamazato's model in a new setting by 
allowing the sum of the immigration rates to be "very large" (namely infinite!). Proof 
of recurrence, together with the "if and only if' condition for positive recurrence, is
contained in Chen and Renshaw (1993a). However, as Pakes (1992) comments, 
although this Chen-Renshaw model has considerable mathematical interest, it still 
does not offer a sufficiently practical refinement ofthe underlying branching structure. 
The problem with this model is that population levels may become xcessively high, 
which can then take an inordinately ong time to decay. To overcome this difficulty we 
shall allow "catastrophes" to occur, so that in addition to the population evolving like 
a continuous-time branching process, from any statej > 0 the whole population can 
"emigrate" at rate aj. While from state 0 a transition to any other state j at rate ct; is 
possible, this being the mass immigration component. Suppose y ctj is very large but 
finite. Then the population reproduces like a branching process for a time, suddenly 
dies out, spends a short time at 0, and then increases dramatically. The bigger ~ ~j, the 
shorter are the sojourns in 0. So in the limit, 0 is an instantaneous state which means 
that immediate jumps from any state i to any other state j > 0 are possible. This is 
clearly a far more realistic situation. 
To incorporate mass emigration i  the instantaneous model of Chen and Renshaw 
(1990), consider the continuous-time Markov process on the non-negative inte- 
gers E = {0,1,2 . . . .  } whose infinitesimal pregenerator Q = {qij;i, j EE}  has the 
form 
O = Q, + Q2, 
where Q1 = iqlj" o)., i, j eE}  is an ordinary branching enerator, i.e. 
ibj-i+ a if j >~ i - l, j # i, 
q~l) -- ib~ if j = i, ij 
0 otherwise 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
for 
oo 
bj>>.O(gj>~O) and O<bl=~j=o, j# lb j< ~,  
and Qa - (2). j eE}  has = Iqi~, i, 
q!2) = 
tJ 
-So  if i= j=O,  
~j if i=O, j~>l ,  
a i if i~>l , j=O,  
- ai if i = j >~ 1, 
0 otherwise 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
for 
ot j>~O(j~O),  aj~>O(j~>l) and So= ~, ~j= oo. 
j= l  
(1.5) 
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To ensure that emigration rates at least match those for linear growth, we shall 
further assume that 
inf {aHj } > 0. (1.6) 
j~>l 
Note that both Q and Qz are conservative uni-instantaneous pregenerators (see Chen 
and Renshaw (1993b) for comparative definitions of generator and pregenerator). The 
suffix "pre" emphasizes the fact that it is possible for 
2 qij ~ -- qii : OC, (1.7) 
j¢-i 
in which case the state i is called instantaneous. Whilst if there exists a b e E such that 
qbj = - qbb = ~ and ~ qij : -- qii <~ (30 (for all i 4: b), (1.8) 
j•b j4=i 
then Q is called a conservative uni-instantaneous generator. Moreover, the special 
nature of Q2 means that it is an R-pregenerator; a structure investigated by Kendall 
and Reuter (1954) and Reuter (1969), and comprehensively discussed in Chen and 
Renshaw (1993b). So even from the standpoint of general Markov chain theory such 
a model is well worth considering in its own right. The classic reference for this field is, 
of course, Chung (1962); more recent ones are Anderson (1991), Hou and Guo (1988), 
and Yang (1990). 
After providing basic definitions, we shall discuss the existence of Markov processes 
that possess the infinitesimal generator (1.1) (Section 2). Theorem 4.8 of Chen and 
Renshaw (1993b) plays a key role here. It turns out that the existence condition not 
only has a simple form but that it is also easy to check. Indeed, the existence condition 
for the BLILE (defined below) is that 
~o~/j < oo, (1.9) 
j -1  
where ~j is given in (1.4). Of fundamental importance is that, contrary to the original 
Chen-Renshaw model, there is no constraint on the underlying branching structure. 
These results then combine with the construction of uniqueness criteria (Section 3) to 
enable us to concentrate on generating specific properties for a case of considerable 
biological interest, namely linear emigration (i.e. simple death) with 
aj=ja (a>0)  (1.10) 
(Sections 4 and 5). Here individual emigrations occur independently of each other. 
After showing that these processes possess desirable features, such as positive recur- 
rence, we derive the generating function for the limiting distribution. Finally (Section 
6) our results are illustrated through two interesting examples. 
2. Definitions and existence of BLIE-processes 
Let "BLIE" and "BLILE" denote "branching with large immigration and emigra- 
tion" and "branching with large immigration and linear emigration", respectively. 
Also, let N = E\{0}. 
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Definition 2.1. A matrix Q defined on E x E is called a BLIE-pregenerator if Q has the 
form (1.1) and satisfies (1.2)-(1.6). It is called a BLILE-pregenerator if it further 
satisfies (1.10). 
Def in i t ion 2.2. A BLIE-pregenerator Q is further called a BLIE-generator if 
there exists a standard transition function P(t) (not necessarily honest) such 
that 
lim {[P( t )  - l]/t} = 2.  (2.1) 
t~0+ 
This P(t) is called a Q-semigroup, whilst both P(t) and its resolvent (i.e. the Laplace 
transform of P(t)) R(2) = {rij(2); i, je E} where 
rij(2) = fo  e-atPiJ(t)dt (2 > 0) 
are called a BLIE-process. Note the well-known result hat there is a 1-1 correspond- 
ence between P(t) and R(2). A BLILE-process is similarly defined if the corresponding 
Q is a BLILE-pregenerator. 
To investigate BLIE-processes we must first consider existence criteria, i.e. we must 
determine the conditions under which a BLIE-pregenerator becomes a BLIE-gener- 
ator. That is, we first investigate the existence of the Q-semigroup P(t) which then 
enables us to construct he corresponding Markov process. As pointed out earlier, 
BLIE-pregenerators are special cases of Q-matrices discussed in Chen and Renshaw 
(1993b), and existence and uniqueness conditions are therefore covered in their paper. 
However, even better conditions can be constructed which have the added benefit of 
being considerably simpler. In order to achieve this we must first prove the following 
important and interesting result. 
For a BLIE-pregenerator Q = {q i j ;  i, jeE} denote Q = {qij; i, jeN} to be its 
restriction on N x N where 
qij = qi~ (Vi,j~N). (2.2) 
Lemma 2.1. There exists 20 > 0 such that 
sup ~ Clij/(2o - ?ljj) < 1. 
icN j~N\i 
(2.3) 
Proof. Denote A (2, i) = ~N\iqi J (2 - qjj). 
Then by (2.2) and (1.1)-(1.6) we have 
(2,  i) = ibj-i+ l/(2 q- aj + jbl) 
j= i -1  
j~ i  
+ bl 1. 
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Let c = infj >_. l(ajj). Then (1.6) guarantees that c > 0. So as at+i_ 1/(J + i - 1) >/c, if 
we choose 2o >/c + bl then 
A(~. o, i) ~< 
j=O 
j#t  
b j[(1/i){2o + ( j -  1)(c + b,)} + c + b,] 
~< 
j=O 
j# l  
bj(c + bl) = bl/(c + bl) (from (1.3)). 
Thus, supi A(2o, i) < 1 since c > 0. [] 
We can now present he existence condition. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose Q is a BLIE-pregenerator. Then Q is also a BLIE-generator if 
and only if 
~c~j/aj < ~.  (2.4) 
j= l  
Moreover, if (2.4) holds true then there exists an honest BLIE-process P(t) = { pij(t); 
i, j e  E} which satisfies the equations 
dp,j(t)/dt = ~ qikPkj(t) (i6N, j6E), (2.5) 
k~E 
and 
dp/j(t)/dt = ~" p/k(t)qkj (i6E, j~N).  (2.6) 
k~E 
Proof. It follows from Theorems 4.1, 4.8 and Corollary 4.2 of Chen and Renshaw 
(1993b), and the above Lemma 2.1, that Q becomes a BLIE-generator if and only if 
• c~j(1 + a t +jbl) < ~.  (2.7) 
j= l  
Moreover, if (2.7) holds true then there exists an honest BLIE-process which satisfies 
both (2.5) and (2.6). So we need only prove that (2.7) is equivalent o (2.4). Now 
(2.4) ~ (2.7) is obvious; whilst to prove that (2.7)~ (2.4) we note from (1.6) that 
aJj >~ i n f (ak /k ) -=c>O (Vj >I I), 
k~>l 
SO 
aj >~jc (Vj 7> 1) (2.8) 
whence 
l ima t = oc. (2.9) 
j~oc 
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From (2.8), 
o~j/[1 + aj + (bl/c)aj] < oo 
j= l  
(here c > 0 is essential), whence (2.10) ~ (2.4) is obvious since from (2.9) 
lim 1 + a t +(bl/c)a~ = lira + 1 + - j -~ i -~ c ~-bl >0" 
(2.10) 
[] 
The following existence criterion for the BLILE-process now follows as a direct 
corollary since aj =ja (j >>. 1) and a > 0. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose Q is a BLILE-pregenerator. Then Q is also a BLILE-generator 
if and only if 
~ ~j/j < ~.  (2.11) 
j= l  
Moreover,/f(2.11) holds true then there exists an honest BLILE-proeess P(t) = {Pij(t); 
i, j E E } which satisfies both Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). 
Note that as well as being simple and easy to check, conditions (2.4) and (2.11) do 
not involve the branching coefficients {b~}. Thus, unlike the process developed in 
Chen and Renshaw (1990), here it is immaterial whether the pure branching compon- 
ent is explosive or not. Moreover, we see that {~j} may decay extremely slowly (e.g. 
~j = 1/ff for any ~ > 0) yet still satisfy (2.11). 
3. Uniqueness of BLIE processes 
As in Section 2 denote the matrix (~ = {qlj; i, j eN} to be the restriction of Q on 
N by defining 
~llj -= qij (Vi,jeN). (3.1) 
In addition, let the associated matrix Q*= {q*; i , j~E} of Q be defined on E x E 
through 
qij if i~N, j~N,  
q*= bo if i= l , j=0 ,  (3.2) 
0 otherwise. 
It is evident that both (~ and Q* are totally stable pregenerators, and thereby 
generators. Note, however, that neither 0. nor Q* is conservative except for some very 
special cases. Let F ( t )= {J~j(t); i, j eN} and F*(t)= {fi*(t); i , j~E} be the Feller 
minimal transition functions, and 43(2) = { 4Si~(2); i, j e N } and q~* (2) = { ~b~; i,j e E } be 
the Feller minimal resolvents, of (~ and Q*, respectively. As before, F(t) and 43(2) are 
called (~-processes, and F*(t) and ~*(2) are called Q*-processes. 
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Lemma 3.1. The equation 
V(21-Q*)=0 (0~< Vcl) 
has only one solution, namely zero. 
(3.3) 
Proof. Suppose that for some 2 > 0, Eq (3.3) has a non-zero solution {v/ jcE} (say). 
Since the solution space of (3.3) is independent of ), we may take 
2 > 2b0. (3.4) 
Now by (1.2), (1.4) and (3.2), Eq. (3.3) may be written as 
j+ l  
).Vo = boy1, (2 + aj +jbl)V j = ~ kvkbj-k+l (j >1 1). (3.5) 
k=l  
k~-j 
Express this last equality as 
j+ l  
(2 +aj+ 2jbl)vj= ~ kvkbj k+l (j>>, 1). 
k=l  
Then since a~/> 0 we have 
J 
[(~./j) + 2bl]Vj <~ ~ (k/j)Vkbj-k+~ + [(j + 1)/j]vj+xbo (j >- 1). (3.6) 
k=l  
oo 
As 0 ~< V c 1, i.e. yq= 1 v; < ~,  implies that y.j'~= ~(v/j) < ~,  summing over j ~> 1 in 
(3.6) yields 
j or, 
~ (uj/j)+ 2b I ~ uj ~ ~ £ (k/j)Dkbj_k+ I -~- ~ Uj+lb o q- ~ (1)j+i/j)bo, 
)=1 j= l  j= l  k=l  j= l  j= l  
which, after a little algebra, reduces to 
<~2bl ~ vj+bo ~ (v,+,/j). 
j=l j=l 
oo 
Since 0 < ~j= ~ v; < oo and b~ > 0, this inequality yields 
j= l  j= l  
Hence as 0 < ~j= t (vi+ ~/J) < @ we obtain 2 ~< 2bo, which contradicts (3.4). []  
Note that this proof does not use condition (1.6), and so Lemma 3.1 holds true for 
any emigration rate {aj;j >~ 1}, even a i - 0 ( j /> 1). However, in the following lemma, 
condition (1.6) is essential. 
Lemma 3.2. Under condition (1.6) the equation 
(21-Q*)U=0 (0<~ U <-% 1) (3.7) 
has only the zero solution. 
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Proof. Suppose that for some 2 > 0, Eq. (3.7) has a non-zero solution. Then the 
maximum solution of (3.7), {ul; i i> 0} say, must be non-zero and hence by Yang (1990) 
we obtain 
sup uj = 1. (3.8) 
j~>0 
However, (3.7) may be written in the form 
2uo=O, (2+a j+2 jb l )U j= ~ jUkbk-j+l (j>>-l). (3.9) 
k=j -1  
So as 0 ~< Uk ~< 1 (Vk ~>0), we have 
(2+aj+2jbl)uj<~ ~ jbk_j+ 1 =j  ~ bk=2jbl (Vj~>I), 
k=j -1  k=0 
whence 
uj <~ (2jbl)/(2 + aj + 2jb1) (Vj ~> 1). (3.10) 
Thus as Uo = 0 (see (3.9)), on writing c = infj ~> 1 (aj/j) > 0 we obtain 
sup uj = sup uj <. sup [2bl/{(2/j) + (aj/j) + 2bl}] 
j~>O j~>l j~>1 
<~ 2bl/[2bl + inf (aj/j)] = 2bt/(2bl + c) < l. (3.11) 
j>~1 
The contradiction between (3.8) and (3.11) completes the proof. [] 
Remark. For the special case of aj = jd for constant d > 0, the proof of Lemma 3.2 
can be seen in Hou and Gou (1988, Lemma 12.7.4). However, the above proof is 
simpler and covers more cases. 
There are close links between (~ an Q*, and their Feller minimal processes q~(2) and 
4*(2) (resolvents), as the following lemma reveals. As in Chen and Renshaw (1993b), 
let the notation L]  (Q*) and M~- (Q*) denote the solution space of (3.3) and (3.7), and 
n + (Q*) and m +(Q*) denote their dimension. 
Lemma 3.3. Let Q. and Q* be as defined in (3.1) and (3.2), respectively. Then 
(i) n+(Q) = 0 if and only ifn+(Q *) = O, 
(ii) m+((~) = 0 if and only ifm+(Q *) = O; 
(iii) 
(1/2) /f i = j  = O, 
0 /f i = O,j ~> 1, 
q~*.(2) = q~,j(2) /f i >~ 1,j >1 1, 
(bo/2)q~i1(2) if i ~ 1, j = O. 
ProoL Easy. [] 
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Note that Lemma 3.3 holds true for any pregenerator Q, and not just for BLIE- 
pregenerators, provided that (~ and Q* have the structure of (3.1) and (3.2). 
We are now ready to state the main result of this section. We shall, of course, 
assume that condition (2.7) (or (2.11)) is satisfied, whence it follows from Theorem 2.2 
(or Theorem 2.3) that an honest BLIE-process does exist. 
Theorem 3.4. For any BLIE-generator as given in (1.1)-(1.6), the honest BLIE-process 
is unique. In particular, the honest BLILE-process is unique. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.2 of Chen and Renshaw (1993b), the honest BLIE-process will 
be unique if 
m+ ((~) = n+ ((~) = 0. (3.12) 
That (3.12) is true follows directly from Lemmas 3.1-3.3. [] 
Although there is only one honest BLIE-process, there exist infinitely many dishon- 
est ones all of which are easily constructed by first noting Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and 
then using Corollary 6.2 of Chen and Renshaw (1993b). Recall that ~*(2) = {~b*(2); 
i, j ~ E } denotes the Feller minimal Q*-process (resolvent) where Q* is defined in (3.2). 
Theorem 3.5. Consider any BLIE-generator Q as given by (1.1)-(1.6). Then 
(i) there exist infinitely many dishonest BLIE-processes, all of which satisfy both 
Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6); and 
(ii) the unique honest BLIE-process, R(2) = {rq(2); i,j ~ E }, which is actually greater 
(in terms of individual matrix elements) than any of the dishonest ones, may be construc- 
ted by denoting 
Zk(2) = 1 -- 2 ~ ~)(2)  (Vk ~> 1), (3.13) 
j= l  
r/j(2) = ~ ~k~b~'j(2) (Vj >~1) (3.14) 
k=l  
and 
1 p(2) -- 2 + ~k(1 - zk(2)) ; k=l  
whence 
r~j(,~) = 
p(2) i f  i = j = O, 
p(2)q~(2) /f i = 0, j  >~ 1, 
p(2)z,(2) if  i >1 1, j  = O, 
4~*0) + p(,~)z,(;q,Tj(,~) if  i >1 1, j >1 1. 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 6.2 of Chen and Renshaw (1993b) 
and Lemma 3.3 (iii). [] 
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Remark. There is a difference between (a) Definition 2.2 for the "BLIE process" 
and (b) Definition 2.2 of Chen and Renshaw (1990) for the "CMBP-II process". By 
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 we know that (a) means that the BLIE-process atisfies Eq. (2.6) 
which is i0 accordance with (b). However, the reverse is not true since if we adopt (our) 
Definition 2.2 for the CMBP-II process then we cannot prove that this process 
satisfies Eq. (2.6). Indeed, there exist infinitely many honest processes which satisfy 
Definition 2.2 but which do not satisfy Eq. (2.6) see Theorem 7.4 of Chen and 
Renshaw (1993b). This equation is clearly the "key branching property", which is why 
Chen and Renshaw (1990) used it to define the CMBP-II process. 
4. Non-conservative simple branching processes 
From now on we shall restrict our attention to BLILE-processes. That is, the 
pregenerator Q given by (1.1)-(1.5) further satisfies (1.10) for a > 0 (and hence (1.6)). 
Thus, in this special case individual emigrations occur independently of each 
other. 
Theorem 3.5 shows that the structure of the honest BLILE-process is closely linked 
to the Q*-process 4*(2). So let us investigate he properties of this latter process first. 
Q* = {q*; i, jeE} now has the structure 
ibj-i+l if j>>,i-l, jv~i, 
q*= -i(a+bl) if j= i ,  (4.1) 3 
0 otherwise 
for 
a>0, bj>~O(j>~O) and 0<bl= ~ b j< +oo.  (4.2) 
j=0  
j~ l  
Note that since 
• q*=i[bo-(a+ba)+bz+b3+ . - ' ]= i [ - (a+b l )+b l ]=- ia<0 J 
j= l  
for i > 0, Q* is a non-conservative totally stable pregenerator (and thus a generator). 
If we take a = 0 then Q* becomes the simple branching enerator and the properties 
of the corresponding Feller minimal Q*-process are well-known (e.g. Harris, 1963; 
Athreya and Ney, 1972). 
We may call Q* in (4.1)-(4.2) a non-conservative branching enerator, and call the 
corresponding Feller minimal Q*-process P* (t) = {p*(t); i, j e E } (transition function) 
and 4*(2) = {4)*(2); i,j~ E} (resolvent) he non-conservative simple branching pro- 
cess. The properties of such processes are similar to those of the ordinary (i.e. 
conservative) simple branching process and the associated proofs are virtually ident- 
ical. So here we shall only concern ourselves with those results that are directly useful 
in our analysis of BLILE-processes. 
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Paralleling the notation for the conservative simple branching process denote 
oo 
p~ = bib1 (j >~ O,j # 1) and pl = O. Thus ~j=o PJ = 1 and pj >/0 (j ~> 0). In addition, 
introduce the generating function 
f*(s) = ~ py  (Is[ ~ 1) (4.3) 
j=0  
with 
u*(s) = bl f*(s)  - bxs - as (Is[ ~< 1). (4.4) 
Note that to emphasize the dependence of u*(s) on a we may write it as 
u*(s) = u*(s) - as, (4.5) 
where 
u~d(s) = bl f*(s)  - bas (4.6) 
corresponds to the generating function of the ordinary simple branching process. 
Lemma 4.1. For each a > 0 the function u*(s) defined in (4.4) has a unique root in [0, 1]. 
Proof. Straightforward. [] 
It is important to note that for a > 0, u*(1) = - a < 0, and so 1 is not a root of 
u*(s) = 0, contrary to the fact that 1 is always a root of u*(s) = O. 
Lemma 4.2. For fixed {bfi j >~ 0} the unique root of u*(s) in [0, 1], q* (say), is 
a decreasing function of a. More precisely, 
(i) /f bo = 0 then q* - q* = 0 (Va > 0); 
(ii) if bo # 0 then q* is a strictly decreasing function of a with 0 < q* < 1 (Va >0). 
Proof. Straightforward on noting (4.5). [] 
Note that q* is the extinction probability of the ordinary (conservative) simple 
branching process. Now define the generating function 
F*(s, t) = ~ p~(t)s j (k >~ O, t ) O, Isl ~ 1), (4.7) 
j=0  
write 
F*(s, t) = F*(s, t), 
and denote 
(4.8) 
a(t) = ~ p*~(t) and q(t)= p*o(t). 
j=O 
(4.9) 
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Then we have: 
Theorem 4.3. For the non-conservative (a > O) simple branching process the following 
conclusions hold true for J s I <~ 1, t >>. 0 and w >>. 0: 
(i) (Off?t) F* (s, t) = u* (s)(t?/Os) F* (s, t); (4.10) 
(ii) F*(s, t) = [F*(s, t)] k (Vk ~>0), (4.11) 
and in particular 
p~(t) = ok(t) and p~o(t) = qk(t) (Vk/>0) (4.12) 
j=o 
with 
F*(s, t + w) = F*(F*(s, t), w); (4.13) 
(iii) (t3/&)F*(s, t) = u* [F*(s, t)]; (4.14) 
(iv) 0 < a(t) < l(Vt >0) with a(t)J,],q*(t ~ ~ ). Thus a(t) possesses a strictly de- 
creasing continuous inverse function t = a- l (x )  on [q*, 1] which takes the form 
t= -- f /  [u* (y) ] - ldy  for xe[q* ,  1]; (4.15) 
(v) 0 ~< q(t) < o(t)(Vt ~>0) with q(t)TTq*(t--+ or). 
Thus q(t) possesses a strictly increasing continuous function t = q- l(x) on [0, q*] which 
takes the form 
- - - -  fox [u*(y)] -1 dy for xe[0,  t q*]. (4.16) 
Proof. (i) Since the Q*-process P*(t) satisfies the forward equation for Q*, an easy 
calculation leads directly to (4.10). 
(ii) Both F*(s, t) and [F*(s, t)] k satisfy Eq. (4.10), whence the uniqueness of (4.10) 
yields (4.11). That the solution of(4.10) is unique can be proved either by an argument 
similar to the proof of the conservative simple branching process case given by Harris 
(1963) (see his Theorem 4.1), or as a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1 above and 
Theorem 6.10 of Reuter (1957). Putting s = 0 and s = 1 in (4.11) then yields (4.12); 
whilst (4.13) follows from (4.11) and the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. 
(iii) Result (4.14) follows from (4.11) and the fact that P*(t) satisfies the backward 
equation. 
(iv) That o(t )> 0 is well-known; whilst o(t )< 1 follows from Q* being non- 
conservative (a > 0) and o(t) being a decreasing function of t > 0. Thus do(t)~ 
dt ~ 0 and o = limt~oo (t) exists. To prove that o = q*, place s = 1 in (4.14) to 
obtain 
do(t)/dt = u*(o(t)). (4.17) 
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On letting t ~ ~ in (4.17) we see that the derivative converges and so its limit must be 
zero. So by the continuity of u*(s) we have 
u*(a) = O. (4.18) 
On noting that 0 ~< a < 1, combining (4.18) with Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 then gives 
a = q*. It follows that da(t)/dt < 0 (Vt >0), whence a(t )~q*.  Result (4.15) is just 
a rewritten form of (4.17). 
(v) That 0 ~< q(t) < a(t) follows from definitions (4.9). That q(t)l~q* follows from 
(4.9) and the fact that 0 is an absorbing state for a Q*-process. The remaining part of 
(v) is proved exactly as for (iv) but with "decreasing" replaced by "increasing". We 
obtain the key equation 
dq(t)/dt = u* (q (t)), (4.19) 
which parallels (4.17); whilst placing s =0 in (4.14) and then noting that 
l im,~oo[dq(t)/dt] =0 (see Chung, 1967, Theorem 16.2(II)) yields the equality 
u, (q , )= 0. [] 
Because q(t)TTq* as t --. ~ ,  we shall call q*, the unique root of u*(s) = 0 on [0, 1], 
the "extinction probability" of the non-conservative simple branching process. More- 
over, we see from Theorem 4.3 that the properties of non-conservative simple branch- 
ing processes are nearly the same as those of ordinary (conservative) branching 
processes: the Martingale property and limit theorems can be transferred across with 
little amendment. 
To illustrate the results of this Section we shall now consider a specific case. 
Example (Non-conservative birth-death branching process). Let bo ~ d > 0, b2 ~ b > 0, 
bl = b 4-d and a > 0. Then either by using (4.10) with k = 1, or (4.14), we ob- 
tain 
v2(s - vl) - vl(s - v2)e °' 
F*(s, t) = (s - va) - (s - v2)e °' ' (4.20) 
where 0 = x/{a 2 + 2a(b + d) + (b - d)2}, Vl = (a + b + d - O)/2b 
v2 = (a + b + d + O)/2b. Placing s = 0 in (4.20) gives 
q(t) =- plo(t) = (1 - e°')/(v21 _ v? x e°'); 
and 
(4.21) 
whence letting t --* oo in (4.21) and noting that 0 > 0 (as a > 0) yields the extinction 
probability 
q* = vl. (4.22) 
Note that here 
u*(s) = bs 2 - (a + b + d)s + d 
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whose root on [0, 1] is exactly vl. It is easy to verify that q* is a decreasing function of 
a for fixed b and d. Putting a = 0 produces the ordinary birth~leath branching 
process, with extinction probability 
1 if b ~< d, 
q* = d/b i fb>d.  
(4.23) 
In contrast, when a > 0 the extinction probability q* always satisfies 0 < q* < 1. For 
example, if b = d then q* = 1 - 2x/(a)/[~/(a ) + x/(a + 4d)]; whilst if a = b = d > 0 
then qa* = (3 -- X/5)/2 --~ 0.381. 
Since the non-conservative simple branching process is dishonest (see Theorem 4.3 
(iv)), there exist real problems as to whether the Q*-process is unique, or even whether 
an honest Q*-process exists. 
Theorem 4.4. For a non-conservative generator Q* given by (4.1)-(4.2): 
(i) there exists only one Q*-process which satisfies the backward equation, and this is 
the Feller minimal Q*-process; 
(ii) as (i), but for the forward equation; 
(iii) there exist infinitely many honest Q*-processes. 
Proof. (i) Follows from Lemma 3.2. 
(ii) Follows from Lemma 3.1. 
(iii) Let ~*(2) = ((gij(A); i, j eE}  denote the Feller minimal Q*-process (resolvent). 
Since 0 < a(t) < 1 (Vt >0) we have for every fixed t > 0 that 
[a(t)]kJ,0 (k ~ ~) ,  (4.24) 
whence by the Monotone Convergence Theorem (MCT) we obtain 
inf ~ 4~kj(2)= inf e -xt p*j(t dt 
kEE j~E keE 
= inf e-~t[~(t)]kdt (see (4.12)) 
k~E . 
= lim e-a'[~(t)] k dt (see (4.24)) 
k ~  ° 
;? = lim e-~'[~(t)]kdt (MCT) = 0. 
k~oo 
By Theorem 12.1.1 of Hou and Guo (1988) it now follows that the Q*-process is not 
unique, whilst by Theorem 14.2.10 it follows that there exist infinitely many honest 
Q*-processes. [] 
Unfortunately none of these honest processes atisfy either the forward or the 
backward equation, and hence cannot be called non-conservative branching pro- 
cesses. 
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5. Properties of BLILE-processes 
Let us now discuss specific properties of BLILE-processes, namely recurrence, 
positive recurrence and the limiting distribution. We shall, of course, assume that the 
existence condition (2.11) is satisfied, and we shall concern ourselves only with unique 
honest BLILE-processes guaranteed under Theorem 3.5. 
We have shown that for each BLILE-generator there are two associated stable 
generators Q and Q*, and that the Feller minimal Q*-process possesses the properties 
described in Theorem 4.3. For convenience, l t us call this non-conservative branching 
process the branching Q*-process corresponding to the original BLILE-process. 
Theorem 3.5 reveals the close link between these two processes, a feature which we 
shall now exploit. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose Q is a BLILE-generator satisfying condition (2.11). Let 
P*(t) denote its associated branching Q*-process and tr(t) be as defined in (4.9). 
Then 
£ c~n ~n(t) < ~ (Vt >0) (5.1) 
n=l  
where {~,; n/> 1} are the immigration rates of Q. Moreover, 
h(s) = ~ ~s n (Isl < 1) (5.2) 
n=l  
is absolutely convergent on Isl < 1. 
Proof. Let e = {~,; n >~ 1}. Then by Theorem 4.1 of Chen and Renshaw (1993b) we 
have ~(2)e  1. Now by Lemma 3.3 (iii) this is just 
k=l  j= l  
or, by (4.12), 
Thus, 
• 7kak(t) < ~ (a.e. t > 0). 
k=l  
As a(t) is a monotone function of t > 0, result (5.1) follows. On noting that a(t) ~ 1 as 
t ~ 0, we see that (5.1) also implies that h(s) < ~ for I sl < 1. [] 
This last result justifies our calling h(s) the immigration generating function (igf) of 
the process; whilst u* (s) defined in (4.5) for the non-conservative branching Q*-process 
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defines the branching enerating function (bgf), which we shall denote by 
U(s)= ~ bjs j-(a+ba)s. 
j=O 
j# l  
(5.3) 
since h(s) < oo and 
O <~ q(t) < q < tr(t) < l (Vt >O). 
recurrent if and only if 
[h(a(t)) - h(q(t)] dt (5.6) = ~ 
Proof. By irreducibility, the BLILE-process is positive 
limx-.o2roo(2) > 0, or (by Theorem 3.5) if and only if 
r - l im o~ k ~kj(~) < 0(3. 
2~0k=1 j= l  
By using a similar argument to that in Theorem 5.2 we obtain 
r=  klim[foe- '  (t)dt-foe- 'q (t)dt] -o 
Theorem 5.3. The BLILE-process is always positive recurrent. 
Proof. Let R(2)= {rii(2); i, j eE} be the (honest) BLILE-process with generator Q. 
Then on noting that a > 0 and ~,~ 1 ~, = oo, it is easy to see that the BLILE-process 
is irreducible. Thus it is recurrent if and only if state 0 is recurrent, i.e. if and only if 
l im~o too(2)= + ~.  Now by Theorem 3.5 we know that this requirement is
equivalent to 
S = lim ~ Ctk2 ~ ¢*~(2)=0, (5.4) 
2--*0 k= 1 j= l  
yet from the Monotone Convergence Theorem, 
S= ~ Ctklim[2 ~ ~b*i(2)--2~b~'o(2)l= ~ ~k[lim ~ p*j(t)--limp*o(t)] 
k=l  a~O j=O k=l  Lt -~ oo j=O t~0o 
~--- ~, (Z k[lim tTk(t) - lim qk(t)]= ~ O~k(q k -  Ok)= 0, as required. [] 
k=l  Lt~oo t~oo k=l  
Theorem 5.2. The BLILE-process is always recurrent. 
(5.5) 
(5.7) 
To prove that T < oo, we note that h(.) is an increasing function, so obtaining 
0 <~ h(q(t)) <~ h(q) <~ h(a(t)) < oo (Vt >0). 
Finally, let q denote the unique root of U(s) on [0, 1]. We can now prove the two main 
results of this section. 
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Thus, T < ~ if and only if 
fo ;o [h(a(t)) - h(q)]dt + [h(q) - h(q(t))]dt < oo. (5.8) 
However, Eq. (4.17) coupled with Theorem 4.3 (iv) gives 
[h(a(t)) - h(q)]dt = {[h(q) - h(s)]/U(s)}ds, 
whilst Eq. (4.19) coupled with Theorem 4.3 (v) gives 
fo  [h (q) -  h(q(t))]dt = I ]  { [ / (q ) -  h(s)]/U(s)}ds. 
Hence (5.8) is true if and only if 
f~ {[h(q) - h(s)]/U(s)} < ~.  (5.9) ds 
However, (5.9) is implied by the existence condition (2.11). For not only is the 
integrand continuous on [0, 1] except at the two points 1 and q, but it is also bounded 
at q. This follows because q is the root of U(s)= 0; so U'(q)~ 0 since otherwise 
q would be the minimum point of U(s) (noting that U"(s)> 0) which contradicts 
0 = U(q) <<. U(1) = - a < 0. Moreover, as q < 1 we have 0 ~< h'(q) < ~ since h'(s) 
has the same convergence interval ( - I, 1) as h(s) (being a power series). Thus 
lim {[h(q) - h(s)]/U(s)} = h'(q)/U'(q) < ~,  
s--*q 
and so the integrand in (5.9) is truly bounded at q. Hence, (5.9) is true if and only if 
f f  {[h(q) - h(s)]/U(s)} < oo, (5.10) ds 
where q < e < 1. 
Now U(1) = - a ~ 0, so 1/U(s) is bounded on [e, 1]. Thus as h(q) is finite it follows 
that (5.10) is true if and only if 
/ 
W - | h(s)ds < ~.  (5.11) 
3 
However, (5.11) is easily shown to be true since 
W < h(s)ds = ~,s" ds = ~,/(n + 1) ~< ~,/n < ~,  
n=l  n=l  n=l  
the last inequality being precisely the existence condition (2.11). []  
It is interesting to compare Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 with the corresponding results for 
CMBP- I I  in Chen and Renshaw (1993a). Recurrence criteria are the same, whilst 
criteria for positive recurrence are all equivalent o condition (5.9). Whilst we have 
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proved that (5.9) is certainly true for our process, it is easy to give examples of 
CMBP-II such that some are positive-recurrent and some are not (see Pakes, 1992). 
Since the BLILE-process is always positive recurrent and irreducible, the limiting 
distribution lim,~ ~ pij(t) = n~ must exist. We can determine {nj;j > 0} for our process 
by using a method similar to that in Pakes (1992), though some care does need to be 
taken. 
Theorem 5.4. The limiting distribution of the BLILE-process has the generating func- 
tion 
F (s ,= ~ n js~=no[ l+f f{ [h(q) -h (y ) ] /U(y )}dy]  (5.12) 
j=O 
where 
[ ;  ]' no= 1 + {[h(q) -h (y ) ] /U(y )}dy  . (5.13) 
Proof. Since 
no = lira poo(t) = lim 2roo(2) = 1 + lim 
t--* oo 2~0 2~Ok=l  "= 
(5.13) immediately follows from (5.7) and (5.9). For j  ~> 1, we see from (3.16) that 
nj = lim 2roj(2) = lim 2roo(2)1j(2), 
2~0 240  
whence (3.14) yields 
nj = no lim ~ ~k~b~(2) (Vj ~> 1). 
~.~0 k= 1 
Thus 
W(s) = njs j = no ~ ~k p~(t)dt s j 
1=1 j=1 k=l 
= no OCk p*j(t)s j -- p~o(t) dt = no ek [Fk(s, t) -- qk(t)] dt 
k=l  =0 k=l  
(5.14) 
(see (4.7) and (4.11)) where F(s, t) is just F*(s, t) in (4.8). Since for every fixed s t  [0, 1] 
we have F(s, t) >1 q(t) (Vt >0), and h(.) is an increasing function, (5.14) becomes 
fo o W(s) = 1to [h(F(s, t)) - h(q(t))] dr. (5.15) 
This integrand is non-negative, W(s) < oo, h(q) >. h(q(t)) (Vt >0), and 
fo  [h(q) - h(q(t))] oo. dt < 
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So we can write (5.15) as 
W(s) = fo  [h(F(s, t)) - h(q)] dt + fo  [h(q) - h(q(t))]dt, 
whence applying the backward equation (4.14) (same method as in Theorem 5.3) gives 
If~ h(q)-h(y) f~h(q)-h(Y) 1 (Sh(q) -h (Y )  
Since F(s) = rCo + W(s) we therefore obtain (5.12). [] 
6. Examples 
We shall now provide two examples to illustrate the results obtained in the previous 
sections. 
Example 1 (BL ILE -Yu le  process). The BLILE-pregenerator Q = {qij; i , j  e E} takes 
the form Q = Q1 + Q2, where a l  = {qlJ); i, j eE}  is an ordinary Yule (pure birth) 
generator, i.e. for b > 0 
ib i f j= i+ 1, 
qlJ' = - ib if j = i, (6.1) 
0 otherwise, 
and Q2 = {qti}); i, j eE}  has for a > 0 
- ~ i f i= j=0,  
1/j if i=0 ,  j~> 1, 
qt21 (6.2) 
ij = ia if i~>l , j=0 ,  
0 otherwise. 
c¢, rt3 Since y~j=l l / j= ~ and y~j=~l/j 2< ~,  we know from Theorem 2.3 that Q is 
a generator, and so the corresponding honest BLILE-Yule process exists. By Theorem 
3.4 the process is therefore unique. 
Using the notation of Section 4 we obtain 
F*(s, t) = (a + b)s/[bs - (bs - a - b)exp{(a + b)t}, (6.3) 
and so 
a(t) = ~ p*j(t) = F*(1, t) = (a + b)/[b + a exp{(a + b)t}] (6.4) 
j=O 
with q(t) = F*(O, t) = O. Thus the unique root q = 0. The immigration generating 
function (5.2) becomes 
h(s) -= ~ sJ/j = - ln(1 - s) (6.5) 
j= l  
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which is absolutely convergent on Isl < 1 (see Theorem 5.1). Note  that from (6.4) we 
obtain limt~ ~ a(t) = 0. Thus tr = q = 0 which guarantees that the process is recurrent 
(compare with Theorem 5.2). 
To  verify that the process is positive recurrent, we must show that the integral (5.9) 
is finite. Since the branching generating function (5.3) is U(s) = bs 2 - (a + b)s, as 
q = 0 this integral may be written in the form 
~2 b /-1 lnx  . 
I -6 (a+b~)  a+~Jo  a+bxdX< oo (6.6) 
for b > 0, as required. In particular, if a -- b then I = 7~2/8a .  To derive the limiting 
distr ibution of the process we use Theorem 5.4 with rCo -- (1 + I ) -  l, so obtaining, after 
a little algebra, the generating function 
F(s) = [a + b + ln(1 - s)ln{(a + b(1 - s))/as} + L( - b(1 - s)/a) 
- L(1 - s) + L(1) - L( - b/a)]/[a + b + (zc2/6) - L (  - b/a)], (6.7) 
where 
L(x)_~ ~, x"/n 2. (6.8) 
n=l  
For  the part icular case a = b, 
F(s) = 1 - [K(1 - s) -- (1/2)In(1 - s)ln(2/s - 1)]/(1 + rr2/8a) (6.9) 
where 
K(x)& [L(x) - L( - x ) ] /2~ ~ x 2n- 1/(2n - 1) 2. (6.10) 
n=l  
Example 2 (BL ILE-b i r th-death process). On introducing death the elements (6.2) 
remain unaltered, whilst (6.1) becomes 
ib if j = i + l, 
id if j = i - 1, 
qm (6.11) 
ij = - i(b + d) if j=  1, 
0 otherwise 
for a,b,d > 0. Now we have already obtained F*(s, t) in (4.20), whence 
tr(t) = F*(1, t) -- Iv2(1 - -  V l )  - -  Vl(1 - -  v2)e°t] / [ (1  - -  Vl )  - -  (1 - -  v2)e  0 ' ]  (6.12) 
and 
q(t) = [1 - e°t]/[v2 1 __ /31  Se0t]. (6.13) 
Thus q = limt.o~q(t) = vl, where 0 < vl = q < 1 </32. 
Existence, uniqueness, recurrence and positive recurrence follow exactly as for 
Example 1, so all that remains is to evaluate F(s). Since U (s) = bs 2 - (a q- b + d)s  -F d 
and h(s) = - ln(1 - s), the integral (5.9) yields 
I = [J l(S) - J2(s)']/b(v2 - Vl), (6.14) 
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where  
J l ( s )  = ln(1 - v l ) ln(1  - s /vz )  - ln(1 - s ) ln{(s  - v2)/(1 - v2)} 
-1- L{(1  - -  1)2) -1  } - -  L{( l  - s ) / (1  - u2) } 
and 
J2(s) = 
L(t- 1)  _ l n ( t ) ln ( t  - -  1) + (½)ln2(t)  - -  L (1  - Vl) -~" C 
L(1) -- L(1 - -  u1)  --[- C 
- -  L ( t ) - -  l n ( t ) ln (1  - -  t) + 2L(1) -  L ( I  - v~) + c 
2L(1) -  L(1 - Vl) + c 
(6.15) 
if O~<S<Vl ,  
if s= vt ,  
if v l<s<l ,  
if s= 1. 
(6.16) 
Here  t = (1 - s)/(1 - vl) and  c = (1/2)1n2(1 - vl) - ln (v01n(1  - v0.  The  generat ing  
funct ion  of  the l im i t ing  d i s t r ibut ion  is then  g iven by 
F(s )  = [1 + {JE(S) - J l (S )} /b (v2  - v~)}/[-1 + {J2(1) - J l (1 )} /b (v2  - vl)] .  (6.17) 
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